
Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Reception

age appear artist Autumn 

beak bloom bumpy burst 

buzz care check chilly 

chore comfort community country 

covered dangle decision delicious 

dentist dew disappear drawer 

dusty edge farmer fear 

firefly fix flipper fluffy 

follow gallop gentle giggle 

glance glossy glow goal 

grasp gust half healthy 

herd hoof include invitation 

knight laundry lazy leaf 

leak library market melt 

miserable month muddy museum 

note pace pair patient 

peaceful peck pilot plan 

pointy polite pond president 

protect proud race reach 

relax rotten sail scene 

scrub shade shaky ship 

shore silky sink slide 

slip sniff soapy sparkle 

spotted spring stare summer 

supplies tangled tent tomorrow 

trade trunk warm wave 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year One

ache adjust affordable alarm 

alone apologise appetite applause 

artistic atmosphere attach bashful 

basket batch behave belong 

bend blink blush bolt 

bolts borrow bundle cabin 

caterpillar caution cave celebrate 

champion chat cheat chimney 

compass complain conductor construct 

costume cosy cranky crash 

creak croak crowded cue 

curved daily dainty dart 

decorate delighted denied deserve 

divide dodge drenched drowsy 

enormous equal exclaim exhausted 

expensive fancy fasten filthy 

flat flee fog footprint 

forest freezing gather giant 

glad gleaming glum grab 

grateful grin grip groan 

hatch heap hide hobby 

honest howl illustrator injury 

jealous knob lively loosen 

mask misty modern mountain 

narrow obey pain passenger 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year Two

accident agree arrive astronomy 

atlas attention award aware 

balance banner bare beach 

besides blast board bounce 

brain branch brave bright 

cage calf calm career 

centre cheer chew claw 

clear cliff club collect 

connect corner couple crowd 

curious damp dangerous dash 

dawn deep demolish design 

discard doubt dozen enemy 

evening exactly excess factory 

fair famous feast field 

finally flap float flood 

fold fresh frighten fuel 

gap gaze gift gravity 

greedy harm herd idea 

insect instrument invent island 

leader leap lizard local 

lonely luxury march mention 

motor nervous net nibble 

notice ocean orbit pack 

pale parade past peak 

planet present proof reflect 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year Three

ability absorb accuse act 

active actual adopt advantage 

advice ambition ancient approach 

arrange arctic attitude attract 

average avoid bold border 

brief brilliant capture certain 

chill clever climate cling 

coast confess consider contain 

continent convince coward crew 

crumple  custom decay defend 

delicate diagram digest disease 

distant doze drift elegant 

enable examine explore fan 

fatal fierce flutter fortunate 

frail gasp glide globe 

grace gradual grasp habit 

harsh imitate individual intelligent 

intend journey launch limit 

locate loyal magnificent marsh 

method misery moisture mural 

mystify nation nectar nursery 

observe opponent ordeal origin 

outcome passage pastime pause 

perform plunge predator predict 

prevent primary privilege process 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year Four

accurate address afford alert 

analyse ancestor annual apparent 

appropriate arena arrest ascend 

assist attempt attentive attractive 

awkward baggage basic benefit 

blend blossom burrow calculate 

capable captivity carefree century 

chamber circular coax column 

communicate competition complete concentrate 

concern conclude confuse congratulate 

considerable content contribute crafty 

create demonstrate descend desire 

destructive develop disaster disclose 

distract distress dusk eager 

ease entertain envy essential 

extraordinary flexible focus fragile 

frantic frequent frontier furious 

generosity hail hardship heroic 

host humble impact increase 

indicate inspire instant invisible 

jagged lack limb limp 

manufacture master mature meadow 

mistrust mock modest noble 

orchard outstanding peculiar peer 

permit plead plentiful pointless 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year Five

hearty independent industrious intense intercept 

homonym gigantic illuminate immense hazy 

antonym identical accident attention impressive 

achievement anxious alternate altitude antagonist 

portable aggressive preserve protagonist provide 

exasperate beverage exert blizzard budge 

cautiously excavate character exhibit companion 

visible arrive vivid combine withdraw 

agree solar dedicate access detect 

prejudice confident strive deprive courteous 

summit suspend synonym talon taunt 

sparse spurt rigorous suffix suffocate 

slither sluggish soar solitary solo 

route Saunter seldom senseless sever 

require resemble retrieve retire revert 

overthrow pardon pasture pedestrian perish 

nonchalant numerous oasis obsolete occasion 

escalate evade soothe mischief monarch 



Key English Vocabulary at Westwood Park
Year Six

abandon abundant access accommodate 

accumulate adapt adhere agony 

allegiance ambition ample anguish 

anticipate anxious apparel appeal 

apprehensive arid arrogant awe 

barren beacon beneficial blunder 

boisterous boycott burden campaign 

capacity capital chronological civic 

clarity collaborate collide commend 

commentary compact composure concise 

consent consequence conserve conspicuous 

constant contaminate context continuous 

controversy convenient cope cordial 

cultivate cumulative declare deluge 

dense deplete deposit designate 

desperate deteriorate dialogue diligent 

diminish discretion dissent dissolve 

distinct diversity domestic dominate 

drastic duration dwell eclipse 

economy eerie effect efficient 

elaborate eligible elude encounter 

equivalent erupt esteem evolve 

exaggerate excel exclude expanse 

exploit extinct extract factor 

former formulates fuse futile 


